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We want to thank all of the participants and community members who helped to 
shape the first people’s Convening on Climate-forced displacement for sharing 
stories, solidarity, and a commitment to continuing this work into the future. 
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morris J. Alexie; elim, paul nagaruk, leigh takak; mary’s igloo, denise topkok; Bill 
moore’s Slough, emmett mathias, harold Okitkun; Unalakleet, John henry, eunice 
Brown; nelson lagoon, Angela Johnson, Samantha mcneley; newtok, Stanley 
tom; Kotlik, Benjamin Komkoff, victor tonuchuk; teller, Sarah Okbaok; Shishmaref, 
mollie ningeulook; hamilton, della hendrickson, Alvin Aketachunak, richard 
Kamkoff; from the Alaska institute for Justice, robin Bronen, Kate glover, denise 
pollock, and Adelaine Ahmasuk. from the pacific:   pelenise Alofa of llee Kiribati; 
rine Uerara of KiriCAn; tekamangu Bauira of te toa matoa; david taniveke Boseto 
of eSftB; nixon Buka, provincial member Ward 17, Solomon islands; Jacinta helin 
hanks of hans island, Carterets/tulele peisa; Auiluma lotoala of tAngO; matini 
vailopa, head of tuvalu’s Culture department; fenton lutunatabua of the pacific 
Climate Warriors; mark Stege of miCS; Simione deruru, village headman tukuraki 
village; Kalivati rodaroro, provincial Officer of Ba; Wayne Andrew of hOpe; 
makereta Waqavonovono of pacific toktok; malaelupe Samifua of Samoa; eltera 
ermios of iroijlaplap, marshall islands. from Bangladesh, mohammad Shahjahan 
of YPSA. From the Quinault Indian Nation: Tanya Eison and Kelsey Moldenke. 
from the mississippi delta: Chief Albert p. naquin, traditional Chief, isle de Jean 
Charles, rosina philippe of Atakapa-ishak of grand Bayou, theresa dardar of 
pointe-au-Chien, richard Krajeski, and Kristina peterson of the lowlander Center. 
from newStories: Bob Stilger, Susan virnig, Simone poutnick, and Zulma Sofia 
patarroyo Bohórquez. And from the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee 
(UUSC): mary Katherine morn, rachel freed, meredith larson, danielle fuller-
Wimbush, mike givens, Syma mirza, gina Collignon, Josh leach, and Salote Soqo.

Thank you to Aaron Leggett, President of the Native Village of Eklutna, for 
welcoming us.

Special thanks, also, to all those who supported the convening. From Alaska 
Unitarian Universalist fellowship -- leslie Adams, tom Choate, george donart, 
marty freeman, Berta gardner, Carolyn gove, Stephanie holthaus, Chris lowe, 
Sid mcCausland, Amanda mack, david mack, rev. Shelley page, Carma reed, Bill 
Sherwonit, Koala vandruff, Amy Westfield. thanks to mellisa heflin, rosie heflin, 
Jane Atuk, Jennifer mcCarty, Sophie nothstine, reba dickson, Ann rodgers, 
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support and expertise, thanks to John Crump of grid-Arendal, many Strong 
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many thanks to our guest speakers: Alyssa Johl of the Climate rights 
Collective, harjeet Singh of ActionAid, Cecilia Jimenez-damary, the Un Special 
rapporteur human rights of internally displaced peoples, and thanks to Katrine 
gertz Schlundt from the UnOhCr. 

The convening would not have been possible without the dedicated work 
of the Core planning team: patricia Cochran, robin Bronen, denise pollock, 
fenton lutunatabua, makereta Waqavonovono, mohammad Shahjahan, Wayne 
Andrew, david Boseto, Angela Johnson, victor tonuchuk, pelenise Alofa, Bob 
Stilger, Simone poutnick, heather mcgray, Zulma patarroyo, and maina talia. We 
are grateful to the nominated members of the declaration team for capturing 
the shared message that emerged from the convening:  Mark Stege, Fenton 
lutunatabua, dr. John pingayaq, makereta Waqavonovono, Wayne Andrew, 
richard tuluk, victor tonuchuk, robin Bronen, rosina phillipe, Adelaine Ahmasuk, 
ivy patton, nixon Buka, and leigh takak. Special thanks to elder patricia Cochran 
of the Alaska Native Science Commission for her guidance developing our cultural 
competencies in crafting the convening and for sharing her wisdom and vision.

thanks to the Climate Justice resilience fund for co-sponsoring the first 
peoples Convening on Climate-forced displacement, and heather mcgray and 
hilary heath for their support and commitment to climate justice. 

thank you to the Alaska institute for Justice for co-convening the gathering, 
especially Kate glover, denise pollock, and Adelaine Ahmasuk, and to robin 
Bronen for her leadership seeking rights-based solutions for climate-forced 
displacement.

UUSC co-sponsored and co-convened the gathering. Special thanks to 
Salote Soqo for her tireless work coordinating the convening, developing deep 
partnerships, and advocating for the rights of those threatened with climate-
forced displacement. deep thanks to those from UUSC who supported and 
attended the convening, the Core planning team, and the declaration team: 
mary Katherine morn, rachel freed, meredith larson, danielle fuller-Wimbush, 
mike givens, Syma mirza, gina Collignon, ines llorente, and Josh leach. thanks 
to meredith Barges for editing and Zulma patarroyo and isabel Sandoval for 
this beautiful design. And thanks to Amber Moulton for research and writing to 
compile this report.
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exeCUtive SUmmARy

in October 2018, over sixty representatives of first and indigenous communi-
ties met in girdwood, Alaska, for a first-of-its-kind gathering: the first peoples’ 
Convening on Climate-forced displacement (hereafter, first peoples’ Conven-
ing). representatives came from Alaska (Atmautluak, Bill moore’s Slough, Che-
vak, Elim, Eyak, Golovin, Hamilton, Kotlik, Kwigillingok, Kivalina, Mary’s Igloo, 
nelson lagoon, newtok, nunapitchuk, port heiden, Shishmaref, teller, Unalak-
leet), louisiana (Atakapa-ishak, isle de Jean Charles, pointe-Au-Chien), Wash-
ington (Quinault indian nation), Bangladesh, and the pacific (fiji, Kiribati, palau, 
Papua New Guinea, Republic of the Marshall Islands, Samoa, Solomon Islands, 
tuvalu). the group met for three days to powerfully share the ways in which 
rapid climate change is impacting their communities and traditional ways of 
life, share traditional knowledge and practices, and begin to develop a collec-
tive vision for the future. 

Participants highlighted the urgent need for action to address today’s cli-
mate crisis by centering the rights and solutions of First and Indigenous Peoples.
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CURB GLoBAL WARMING NoW
The First and Indigenous Peoples who gathered in Alaska face devastating threats 
to their cultures, lands, human and environmental health, human rights, spirituality, 
well-being, traditional systems and livelihoods, food systems and food security, local 
infrastructure, economic viability, and their very survival. This climate crisis has been 
brought on by unsustainable development, continued fossil fuel extraction, and un-
curbed carbon dioxide emissions. first and indigenous peoples, like those repre-
sented at the convening, have contributed the least to this crisis, yet bear the worst 
of its burdens. While the international community has made some significant strides 
in developing compacts and guidelines related to climate-forced displacement, it 
has tragically failed to do what is most needed: curb greenhouse gas emissions and 
stop global warming. The climate crisis is not a future or theoretical threat—urgent 
action is needed now.

SUPPoRT FIRST AND INDIGeNoUS 
PeoPLeS’ SoLUTIoNS
While participants in the first peoples’ Convening came from different parts of the 
globe and represent dozens of first and indigenous peoples, many expressed the 
importance of the traditional knowledge held by Indigenous Elders. Relearning and 
embracing Indigenous knowledge and ways of life is critical for Indigenous Peoples’ 
resilience and cultural survival in the face of rapid climate change. But society at 
large, too, is in desperate need of sustainable and respectful ways of living with 
the earth. As the declaration drafted by the participants reads, “We are a spiritual 
people empowered by values and beliefs that are urgently needed today to elevate 
humanity to an inclusive and peaceful truth that is based on an Indigenous knowl-
edge system of the land, sea, and sky and on observations gained from the western 
knowledge system.” International governing bodies, funders, and government agen-
cies urgently need to prioritize indigenous communities’ climate solutions and bring 
First and Indigenous Peoples to the table to help bring about a paradigm shift to curb 
today’s climate crisis.

UPhold the RIght to Self-deteRmInatIon
Participants shared the challenges and stumbling blocks they have faced during de-
cades of work on climate change mitigation, adaptation, and, for some, community 
resettlement projects needed to ensure their communities’ survival. these commu-
nities, who face layers of threats to their right to self-determination, are often not 
consulted, or are ignored, by government agencies considering climate adaptation 
measures that will impact them. The lack of enforcement of the international and 
domestic legal frameworks that protect their rights is paired with a dearth of funding 
to implement their solutions. Government actors across the globe must respect and 
protect Indigenous communities’ right to self-determination, particularly in relation 
to the perilous effects of climate change.
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intRODUCtiOn

in October 2018, over sixty representatives of first and indigenous communi-
ties met in girdwood, Alaska, for a first-of-its-kind gathering: the first peoples’ 
Convening on Climate-forced displacement. representatives came from Alaska 
(Atmautluak, Bill moore’s Slough, Chevak, elim, eyak, golovin, hamilton, Kotlik, 
Kwigillingok, Kivalina, Mary’s Igloo, Nelson Lagoon, Newtok, Nunapitchuk, Port 
heiden, Shishmaref, teller, Unalakleet), louisiana (Atakapa-ishak, isle de Jean 
Charles, pointe-Au-Chien), Washington (Quinault indian nation), Bangladesh, 
and the pacific (fiji, Kiribati, palau, papua new guinea, republic of the marshall 
islands, Samoa, Solomon islands, tuvalu). the group met for three days to power-
fully share the ways in which rapid climate change is impacting their communi-
ties and traditional ways of life, share traditional knowledge and practices, and 
begin to develop a collective vision for the future. Participants were all represen-
tatives of First Peoples and Indigenous Peoples who face the threat of displace-
ment by slow-onset changes to their ancestral and traditional lands. 

The convening grew out of an increasing need on the part of First and In-
digenous peoples to share their experiences with each other and organize to 
address the climate crisis. The participants followed in the footsteps of the 2009 
Indigenous Peoples’ Global Summit on Climate Change and reiterated some of 
the increasingly urgent calls to action of the Anchorage declaration, developed 
by that body.1 the first peoples’ Convening was first conceived of when Stanley 
tom, of newtok, Alaska, and robin Bronen, of the Alaska institute for Justice, 
traveled to papua new guinea in 2012 to meet with Ursula rakova, of tulele 
Peisa, and hold a workshop on climate change and community-based relocation. 
Though thousands of miles apart, the two communities had an unmistakable fel-
lowship and a consensus that both were being displaced by climate change and 
that plans were needed to relocate their communities to ensure their survival. 
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The First Peoples’ Convening was a space to bring communities from dif-
ferent regions together to share their experiences, knowledge, solutions, and 
challenges and build hope for the future. The participants issued a declaration 
following the convening, titled The First Peoples and Indigenous Peoples’ Working 
Declaration, which is printed in full at the end of this report. This report supports 
and acts as an accompanying document for the declaration and its call to action. 

Climate-Forced Displacement
Today’s climate crisis is advancing rapidly, causing natural disasters that displace 
tens of millions of people each year and threaten millions more through slow-
onset climate devastation. the majority of people who are displaced by climate 
events, like most of the participants at the First Peoples Convening, are displaced 
within their own countries (“internally displaced”). in 2017, 18.8 million people 
in 135 countries were newly displaced by sudden-onset disasters in their coun-
tries.2 from 2008 to 2016, approximately 227.6 million people were internally 
displaced by disasters. 

Over and above these already high figures, an as-yet unknown number of 
people are displaced from their homes by slow-onset climate events, such as 
permafrost melt, sea-level rise, flooding, erosion, and drought. this is because 
climate forced displacement due to slow-onset events may take place over 
years. it may ultimately be the result of the complex ways that climate change 
combines with other factors to exacerbate the threats to people’s livelihoods. 

the havoc wrought by the climate crisis does not impact all people equally. 
Residents of coastal and delta regions are disproportionately impacted by inter-
nal displacement due to severe weather events.3 Further, First and Indigenous 
peoples experience some of the most severe impacts of the climate crisis. As 
Elder Patricia Cochran of Nome, Alaska, noted in her keynote address at the con-
vening, “Indigenous Peoples have contributed the least to climate change, and 
yet we are the most impacted... and are the most vulnerable to climate change. 
We are the ones living closest to the land. We have a very vital and important 
role to play.”4
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The Climate Crisis in Global Perspective
A persistent refrain at the first peoples’ Convening was exasperation with climate 
change denial. When politicians and members of the general public question the 
seriousness of human-made climate change, it discounts the devastating climate 
effects that these communities are already suffering and the real and deadly 
threats that the crisis poses to their futures. This report does not give space to 
again catalog all of the evidence that climate change is real. Instead, it highlights 
the demand by participants at the First Peoples’ Convening that global leaders 
acknowledge the severity of the crisis and take immediate action.

At the 21st Conference of parties to the Un framework Convention on Cli-
mate Change (UnfCCC), states adopted the paris Agreement, which set the goal 
of limiting global warming to less than 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial 
levels—and ideally no more than 1.5 degrees. But for communities at the first 
Peoples’ Convening, even if the goal of the Paris Agreement is reached, it may 
not come soon enough to stop their displacement. The International Panel on Cli-
mate Change (ipCC) now predicts that at current rates there will be three degrees 
or more of warming. Warming in the Arctic is already happening at more than 
twice the rate of the rest of the planet, with devastating consequences, making 
the global targets seem moot.5 Some analysis shows that even with a 1.5-degree 
limit to the warming, sea levels may still rise more than 40 centimeters over the 
next 100 years, inundating atoll nations and fouling water supplies.6

Instead of a radical target, the implementation of the Paris Agreement 
should be seen as only the ground floor to address the climate crisis. yet, the 
international community has utterly failed to advance this goal. Greenhouse gas-
ses actually increased over the last year.7 the United States recently pulled out 
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of the Paris Agreement, Poland touted coal power at the venue where it hosted 
the UnfCCC in december 2018, and member states spent time at the summit 
challenging the findings of the ipCC’s recent report, rather than discussing ways 
to follow through on their commitments. 

«We are a 
spiritual people 
with ancestral 
knowledge. We 
are the stewards of 
the land. We have 
inherent rights. 
We are inclusive 
and empowered 
and we are the 
first peoples of the 
world.»  
— John Pingayaq, 
Chevak, Alaska8

Indigenous Values and Knowledge Systems

While global leaders stall, participants at the First Peoples’ Convening are re-
sponding to the climate crisis. indigenous peoples are often identified as being 
particularly “vulnerable” to climate change impacts, and those risks were evi-
dent as participants at the First Peoples’ Convening shared their stories. They are 
at risk for a variety of reasons. Foundationally, Indigenous communities rely on 
local species, habitats, and ecosystems that are impacted by climate change. But 
those risks are elevated due to the long-term effects of colonialism, institutional-
ized racism, and histories of forced relocation.9

But we must equally recognize that indigenous peoples are resilient and 
have preserved their traditional ways of life for thousands of years. The broader 
academic, policy-making, and practitioner community increasingly acknowledg-
es that traditional knowledge (or, specifically, traditional ecological Knowledge, 
teK) is a crucial component of durable solutions to climate change adaptation 
and can be combined with Western climate science to achieve better results. For 
indigenous peoples, incorporating and building on existing teK engages a trust-
ed source of information that has facilitated adaptation date. As the Un Special 
Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples noted, 

Indigenous peoples are committed to protect, use and apply traditional 
knowledge and practices to implement solutions and ways to adapt to 
climate change within indigenous communities. Climate change solu-
tions cannot be limited to Western scientific knowledge, but must in-
clude indigenous peoples’ traditional knowledge, innovations and 
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«It’s inspiring to me how people are moving, doing research, 
without resources. [It’s] awesome that people are working toward 
the bigger picture. We are the start of this. We are the first people 
that are experiencing all this. It will hit other people some day; they 
will have to ask us how we adapted. We are going to be the ones 
that know, because we are the ones who had to go through it first.»  
— Angela Johnson, Nelson Lagoon, Alaska

practices, which have historically contributed to the efforts of conser-
vation of ecosystems and biodiversity.10 

Unfortunately, much climate research continues without considering tra-
ditional knowledge or even fully engaging and consulting with Indigenous 
communities. 

For some participants the climate crisis is yet more evidence that we col-
lectively need to turn to Indigenous Peoples and their Elders to learn sustainable 
and Indigenous practices that have sustained their cultures for millennia. As El-
der John pingayaq, of Chevak, put it, “We need to relearn our way of survival.”11
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imPACtS OF the ClimAte CRiSiS

Alaska
representatives from Atmautluak, Bill moore’s Slough, Chevak, elim, eyak, go-
lovin, Hamilton, Kotlik, Kwigillingok, Kivalina, Mary’s Igloo, Nelson Lagoon, 
newtok, nunapitchuk, port heiden, Shishmaref, teller, and Unalakleet shared 
the impacts of the climate crisis on their communities. Alaska’s population of 
737,000 includes people from over 200 Alaska native villages. the climate crisis 
is severe in this region, which lies close to the Arctic Circle, with record-breaking 
high temperatures contributing to thawing permafrost and a rapid decline in Arc-
tic sea ice. Indigenous communities are struggling with reduced and unpredict-
able subsistence harvests, sea-level rise, poor water quality, flooding and rapid 
shoreline erosion, and damage to buildings and infrastructure. 
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participants described dramatic and destructive erosion and flooding 
that threaten their safety and ability to continue age-old cultural practices that 
are a part of their cultural identity. Mayor Richard Tuluk, of Chevak, described 
how his community had already moved to higher ground, but the new site is also 
experiencing rapidly rising water levels and bluff erosion at a projected rate of 
five feet per year. leann Symbol told how erosion had reached Chevak’s landfill, 
and now trash, gas, and fencing had fouled the river.12 In Elim, erosion is destroying 
the cliffs on which the village sits, bringing sand into the traditional camp area.13  
elder moses pavilla, of Atmautluak, reflected that “the land is disappearing... 
Over 80 feet have eroded already. during the [spring] breakup, the water gets so 
high that it reaches the houses on the south side of the village. A lot has changed 
since I was a child.”14

higher sea and river levels increase the danger of flooding and storms. el-
der John pingayaq noted that “the most dangerous part is the surge from the 
ocean when the tides come in along with the ice.”15 Similarly, in Port Heiden, 
Scott Anderson said that “this used to be our lagoon, our safe harbor... We had 
a nice road that went down there, a main road... now... the lagoon is completely 
gone.” the lack of a safe harbor is hard on ocean-going equipment and makes 
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«There’s a lot of 
immediate threats 
that are keeping us 
busy. For example, 

a couple houses are 
almost falling in 
the river. There are 
those immediate 
threats that we need 
to prioritize first, 
so that people’s 
personal health and 
human rights are 
protected.»  
— Adelaine 
Ahmasuk, Nome, 
Alaska
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storm surges with ice break-up more dangerous. John pius henry, Jr., of Unalak-
leet, described extremely rapid erosion along the river in his area.16 Last summer, 
his father’s cabin was four feet above the river and 3.5 feet from the bank. This 
year the bank was gone. In another area, the river had encroached 10 feet toward 
another house in a single year.

participants from Alaska repeatedly noted the devastating impacts of ex-
treme and unpredictable weather on their communities. Scott Anderson noted 
an increase in major storm events with westerly winds that bring in high tides 
and cause rapid erosion of the land.17 Mary Albrite, of Atmautluak, described 
how her community used to have snow up to the roofs in winter, so high that 
they could slide down them. “Now we don’t see snowstorms like that. It is mostly 
a sheet of ice.”18 Pamela Smith, of Eyak, distilled the impact of weather changes 
as “dramatic... tragic.” In recent years, they had one winter with 45 feet of snow, 
causing fear and trauma, and then two years with temperatures so high that 
there was only rain and ice.19

multiple participants referred to the emotional toll that extreme weather 
has taken on their community. victor tonuchuk, Jr., of Kotlik, described how “dur-
ing the fall season we’re always worried... about what the weather’s going to be 
like, if it is going to flood this year. it gets pretty scary thinking about the floods, 
especially when it’s getting cold out... Ice and water could be very dangerous and 
destructive... When it comes in with the tide, it pushes in the ice, and when the 
ice piles up, it could do a lot of damage.” he described how a flood in november 
2013 was more like a “spring break-up,” with ice flowing in and piling up within 
a 15-mile radius of the river. “It was something scary to witness.”20
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researchers anticipate that at current rates the Arctic will experience six to 
nine degrees of warming. High temperatures in Alaska have already had devas-
tating impacts on the ice and permafrost that these communities sit and rely on. 

Alaska Native communities rely on thick sea ice and predictable harden-
ing and break-up for their traditional hunting and fishing practices. As Adelaine 
Ahmasuk, of Nome, noted, “ice conditions are no longer the way they were about 
20 to 30 years ago. So, right now a lot of the ice conditions at wintertime are 
deteriorating and [making it] very dangerous for our snow machines to go down, 
along with our boats.”21 Paul Nagaruk, of Elim, reported that this spring, a hole in 
the creek appeared in early March,” probably warmed by an underground spring. 
“It’s been so warm that the ice doesn’t get as thick anymore.”22 eunice Brown, 
of Unalakleet, explained how the areas where she used to fish in the winter did 
not freeze last year. “in december people were going upriver by boat, not snow 
machine.”23 darrel John, of Kwigillingok, also explained the changes he has seen 
in seasonal weather: 

We used to have snow drifts as high as three stories... That no longer 
happens... I no longer see that. We used to have blizzard conditions 
starting in December to late February. That no longer exists. We used 
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to have negative 20, negative 60 [degrees] starting in mid-January to 
probably early March, late February. And we no longer have that, and 
that has a major effect on our hunting grounds. We need the cold weath-
er. There’s hardly any more snow. It hardly snows any more. Most of the 
winter time is glare ice... We used to have one flood season, and that 
mostly occurred in September or october... We now have floods from 
october through January. 

Angela Johnson, of nelson lagoon, also described changed weather 
patterns: 

Before, in our past winters, we would have beautiful ice build-up on 
the Bering Sea side, and the river would freeze over, and we would be 
able to do ice fishing... and now we barely get any ice... Without the 
ice protection on the Bering Sea during the winters, we have extreme 
storms that just beat up the banks. And it’s happening quicker and get-
ting worse every year because of the way the climate is changing. This 
is a problem for our food security, our safety, and our fishing industry. 

She noted fishing is inextricably tied to the community’s cultural identity.24 

Some Alaskan villages sit on permafrost—which has historically been frozen 
ground. now, that permafrost is disappearing, causing major damage and con-
tributing to erosion and flooding. in nunapitchuk, the permafrost is melting. As 
golga frederick explained, “now with the erosion and [disappearing] permafrost 
working together, we are losing the land very fast.”25 morris Alexie described how 
the permafrost is “very soft... very loose... Once you have trampled on the tundra, 
it will deteriorate. It will easily break and easily sink... Every building you see in 
the village is slanted or warped. We might level it up, but by the next spring, it 
is slanted again. There is no hard ground.” Likewise, Mary Albrite, of Atmautluak, 
described how “most of the village is sinking slowly.”26
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Bangladesh
Bangladesh routinely experiences disasters, such as river and coastal flooding, 
storm surges, cyclones, landslides, and droughts, which lead to the displace-
ment of individual families and communities.27 Increases in tidal height and tidal 
flooding in coastal and river delta regions are primary causes of displacement. it 
is estimated that by 2050, with a projected 50-centimeter rise in the sea level, 
Bangladesh may lose approximately 11 percent of its land, affecting an estimat-
ed 15 million people living in low-lying coastal areas. An additional four million 
people living on “chars” (river islands) are considered “immediately threatened” 
by climate hazards. millions of Bangladeshis have already migrated away from 
river delta regions to urban centers, where it is estimated that up to 50 percent 
of those living in urban informal settlements were forced to leave their homes 
due to riverbank erosion.28
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mohammad Shahjahan, of young power in Social Action (ypSA), described 
how both slow- and sudden-onset events are impacting Bangladesh. ypSA is 
working as the focal point of climate-displacement issues for ensuring the rights 
of climate-displaced people in Bangladesh. the organization is not indigenous-
led but works for all climate-displaced communities in Bangladesh, including 
ethnic minority and fisher folk communities and other impacted groups. he ex-
plained that of 64 districts in the country, 26 are generating climate displace-
ment by slow and sudden onset events. The Trend and Impact Analysis of Internal 
displacement done by the government in 2014 reported that 29 percent of re-
spondents from hazard-prone areas had been temporarily displaced and at risk 
of permanent displacement and 12 percent were permanently displaced.29 Only 
13 percent of residents in risk-prone regions reported that they had never been 
displaced.30
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Mississippi Delta

leaders of the Atakapa-ishak, isle de Jean Charles, and pointe-Au-
Chien tribes in louisiana also joined the convening. the banks around 
the mississippi delta in southern louisiana are sinking, because of 
a combination of rising sea levels and the loss of natural sediment 
deposits resulting from new levees and the effects of extractive in-
dustries—including 10,000 miles of canals dredged through wetlands 
by the oil and gas industries. Southern Louisiana faces increased tem-
peratures, extreme weather events, rising sea levels, coastal erosion, 
and the potential displacement of coastal communities. In the coming 
years, louisiana expects more flood damage, reduced crop yields, and 
destruction of estuaries and fisheries from climate change. 

the tribes in these areas had been flourishing communities 
that were in some cases as much as 50 miles inland from the Gulf of 
mexico, but the deteriorating coastline has brought the waters quite 
literally to their doorsteps. Since 1955, the isle de Jean Charles band 
of Biloxi-Chitimacha-Choctaw has lost 98 percent of their land. Chief 
Albert naquin, of isle de Jean Charles, shared images showing how 
the marshland has washed away over time. Rosina Philippe, of the 
Atakapa-Ishak Tribe, described how her community has raised homes 
off the ground and is committed to remaining where they are—even 
if they have to become a village of houseboats—in order to maintain 
their connection to their traditional waterways.31
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 «We all work together with 
other tribal communities 
along the coast . . . 
Coming together as small 
communities, we were 
isolated . . . In solidarity, we 
have a bigger voice and a 
stronger presence.»  
— Rosina Philippe, of the 
Atakapa-Ishak in Grand 
Bayou, Louisiana
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Pacific Islands

representatives of indigenous communities in fiji, Kiribati, pa-
lau, Papua New Guinea, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, Sa-
moa, Solomon Islands, and Tuvalu shared how the climate crisis 
has impacted them. the people of the pacific islands, most of 
whom are Indigenous to their lands, have been called the “ba-
rometer” for climate displacement. the ipCC has projected that 
without strong moves to curb carbon emissions, seas will rise 
three feet by 2050, inundating large percentages of low-lying 
atoll countries, like the pacific islands. the ipCC has projected 
that two-thirds of Kiribati, for instance, could be inundated.33 
Slow-onset disasters, such as sea-level rise, flooding, saltwater 
intrusion, and drought, have impacted a significant percentage of 
people in the region. for example, 94 percent of households in Kiri-
bati and 97 percent in tuvalu have experienced climate hazards. 
While these hazards can lead to internal displacement or migration, 
relocation is seen as a last resort. pacific island governments and 
organizations are instead pushing developed countries to reduce 
their emissions and provide resources to support adaptation and 
compensation for the loss and damage caused by climate change.
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Tuvalu, my country, 
our place of birth, 

Where we grew up in bliss, 
Now we see and hear 

Cautious signs and feelings. 
Beware of the rising sea levels. 

Tuvalu song32
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All of the participants from the pacific described the cocktail of climate 
change impacts that threaten their health and survival. As makereta Waqa-
vonovono, of fiji, noted, “Climate change impacts include sea-level rise, 
warming of the oceans, and bleaching of our coral reefs, and then we have sud-
den events, extreme events, like cyclones, which are now becoming more fre-
quent and more intense.” She also described worsening water and food security, 
frequent supercharged cyclones, severe heat waves, coral reefs and marine life 
destroyed, low-lying areas underwater, frequent flooding, droughts leading to 
loss of crops, and warming oceans leading to loss of fish stocks.34 the fiji gov-
ernment has identified 61 coastal communities in need of relocation in the im-
mediate future.35

in the Solomon islands, david Boseto works with communities who have 
already been displaced by rising seas. he noted that, “We have had five islands 
disappear due to coastal erosion and sea level rise.” On Nusa Hope, for instance, 
35 families relocated 30 kilometers away to customary lands on the mainland 
due to sea-level rise.36 tekamangu tuune, of the disability rights organization 
Te Toa Matoa, in Kiribati, described the increasing king tides, droughts from lack 
of rain that contribute to salt in drinking water, and rising seas.

rising and warming seas have significantly impacted the livelihoods of is-
land communities. Boseto described one of the communities he has worked with 
on Wagina Island, where communities of seaweed farmers used to be surround-
ed by land, but “due to coastal erosion, now... live on an island that is surrounded 
by the ocean.” Wayne Andrew, of the hatohobei Organization for people and 
environment in palau, described how the oceans are getting warmer and the fish 
are moving further away. “These countries supply the world with tuna. It is not 
only being overfished, but moving to colder places.”37

Ironically, along with rising seas, climate change has caused drier weath-
er, drought, and reduced available drinking water throughout the pacific. 

«[When] it’s 
happening to you, 
you have mountains 
you can climb. It is 

happening to us . . . 
but we are flat. and 
if we are covered 
with sea, that is it. 
But we believe there 
is a God who is still 
looking out for us, 
and we hope that we 
will never get to that 
worst scenario.»  
— Rine Ueara,  
of Kiribati 
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As Mark Stege, of the Marshall Islands, noted of recent droughts, 
“there have been some really significant ones in the last five 
years—2013 was a declared disaster, 2016 was a declared di-
saster, and it’s been very early and often. It seems we’ve been 
getting droughts, as the conversation about climate change has 
become more elevated in national discourse. So we’ve been very 
mindful of droughts as a climate impact.”38 Boseto described how 
an I-Kiribati community in the Solomon Islands has had a longer 
dry season and were running out of water. “They rely on wells... 
The wells are now contaminated by both salt water and e coli” 
and “there’s not enough water for drinking, washing, or cooking, 
preventing students from going to school during water shortag-
es.”39 He works with an NGO called Ecological Solutions to install 
rainwater catchment tanks, so families can preserve rainwater for 
household use.40

«A long time ago, when I was maybe 10 or 11 years old, my 
grandfather took me out fishing. We were standing out by the ocean 
on some rocks and my Pa was standing on a rock with a spear in his 
hand and a smile on his face waiting for dinner to swim by. He told 
me that we come from a long line of boat builders and fishermen 
and that the ocean would always be kind to us. This was my Pa’s 
truth, his story, and his story was what put food on the table for my 
mother and her siblings. Growing up, I have come to learn that the 
very same thing that has nourished my family for generations will 
now potentially destroy us.» — fenton lutunatabua, of fiji, Pacific 
Climate Warriors 
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Washington
the federally recognized Quinault indian tribe re-
sides  on the pacific coast of the  Olympic peninsula, 
west of Seattle. The Quinault Indian Reservation is the 
largest coastal indian reservation in the United States, com-
prising 23 miles of coastline at risk of rising sea levels, flooding, and 
erosion. The Quinaults are faced with the dual threat of sea-level rise and de-
struction of their villages by a tsunami triggered by the Cascadia Subduction 
Zone off the Washington Coast, which is expected to produce a tsunami similar 
to the 2005 indonesia quake. the tsunami could flood the village of taholah 
with waters up to 50 feet high. the large quakes happen, on average, every 300 
to 500 years.  it has been 318 years since the last large quake. 

Almost half of the residents in the Taholah, located at the point where the 
Quinault river meets the pacific Ocean, rely on salmon fishing for their liveli-
hood.41 Salmon stock have been adversely impacted by sea-level rise, ocean 
acidification, and warmer ocean waters resulting from climate change, as well as 
the loss of glaciers feeding the Quinault River. The loss of glaciers reduces the 
summer and early autumn river flow and raises water temperatures, adversely 
affecting salmon runs. Sea-level rise is expected to increase by approximately 
one foot by 2100.42 A plan is underway to relocate approximately 650 residents 
and community facilities to higher ground about a half-mile away, above flood 
and tsunami zones.43
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Threats to Cultural Survival

For Indigenous Peoples, climate change impacts go much deeper than ruined 
infrastructure, frightening storms, struggling industries, or even lost homes. The 
changes taking place throughout these regions are altering—and in some cases 
threatening to destroy—the unique cultural and sustainable practices that de-
fine their very identity. 

elder John pingayaq, of Chevak, told the convening that his community is 
“the People of the Kashunuk River.” Reseachers who did a survey of rivers and 
traditional and historic sites in the area found a 1,006-year-old site and a cer-
emonial mound that was over 50 feet tall, of which “now only about 10 feet [is] 
visible.” he reflected on the traditional and communal practices that sustained 
his ancestors: “Our people are always in preparation. Preparation for disaster... 
When some natural disaster affects our people, we are prepared to help one an-
other. That is the way our ancestors survived. All of them, without money. They all 
got together and went to the ‘safe, safe place.’ That is the way our ancestors did 
for us. And that is what we need to follow.”45 Similarly, pamela, of eyak, explained 
that when she was little, the Elders said, “You have to get everyone together and 
learn to prepare for the bad times.” Jack fagerstrom, of golovin, described the 
loss of historic sites in his community and that one of the community’s grave-
yards is threatened by erosion.46 Participants from Kwigillingok also reported 
losing cultural spaces: “We have two old cemeteries that are no longer being 
used... Some of the grave sites are lakes and ponds. We used to be situated on a 
high bluff, and we no longer have that. the old village, it is now maybe two miles 
out in the ocean.”47

Some of the communities’ very names signify their connection to the lands. 
But the lands are quickly becoming inundated by water. As golga frederick, of 
nunapitchuk, explained, “Nunapitchuk means ‘small tundra land.’” The communi-
ty was originally small family groups who had settled in the area because of the 
abundance of subsistence foods. Bernice Sallison told that, “what i heard, elders 
used to say, in 20 or more years, nunapitchuk will just be water.”48 darrel John, of 
Kwigillingok, pointing to a photo of a village by a large river, said, “Kwigillingok... 
means ‘land with no river.’ And now we have a river.”49

Rising temperatures and unpredictable weather have devastating impacts 
on traditional sustainable practices, such as hunting, fishing, and gathering of 
wild edibles. As Adelaine Ahmasuk noted, “the big thing that I am worried about, 
and that drew me into this work, is that people are losing their ability to subsist 
off the land and their hunting and subsistence rights. [i want to ensure that] they 
have access to their traditional foods, and camps where they go hunt. It is chang-
ing. They’re not being able to get there by snow machine or boat anymore.”50

In Louisiana, where rising water and salt-water intrusion have changed 
habitats, Indigenous Peoples are adapting to a new reality. For instance, Theresa 
dardar, of pointe-au-Chien, explained that her community is within the hurri-
cane-protection levees built by the state, but the water is still encroaching and 

«our traditional 
obligations are 
hard to fulfill as 
a village when we 
are living apart.» 
— Livai Kididromo, 
Tukuraki Village 
Spokesperson44
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their land is eroding away. for now, they still live off the land and the water. She 
gardens and helps to provide fresh produce for the community. Her husband is 
a commercial fisherman, catching shrimp, crab, and oyster. he used to trap for 
nutrias and muskrats behind the house, but now they use crab traps there.

Pamela Smith, of Eyak, described how she usually picks 40 gallons of ber-
ries every season, but in the past two years there have been none. Similarly, 
there were no fish runs in the last two years. pamela Smith described the chang-
es over the last 40 years as “like putting a frying pan on the fire and slowly turn-
ing the heat up.”51 paul nagaruk, of elim, expressed his fear, “it makes me worried 
for the people that go out—that is, how we get our food.”52 Angela Johnson, of 
nelson lagoon, described how in their community, the fishing sites are held by 
families. “Their permits, they are all family business and part of our culture and 
who we are. Our location is very important because that is where the fish come 
every year to get to their spawning streams... Will my kids be able to fish at my 
fishing sites? i don’t know.”53 Kwigillingok representatives also described how 
the very short snow season (now only one month long in recent years, instead 
of the typical five or more months) means that the hunting season is extremely 
short. last year, darrel John explained that the sea ice was closer, so they caught 
no walruses. Gavin Phillip worried about the short hunting season: “The sea ice 
will be gone by April 15 or 30... that is where they get their food for the next 12 
months. it is creating hazards for [the hunters].”

As makereta Waqavonovono noted, climate change has had severe impacts 
on community food security: “extremes in temperature mean that communities 
cannot plant the food they normally rely on. they cannot fish in the oceans be-
cause the fish have been depleted due to the warming of the oceans, and the 
rising salt water has intruded into their plantations and groundwater sources.”54 
Tanya Eison, of The Quinault Indian Nation, reported: 

We’re also seeing declines in salmon populations, and we’ve experienced 
a few hypoxia events. We had a beach to the north of us that was littered with 
razor clams, and they died off, almost all of them, on the beach. We also have a 
cove on our reservation where we see bottom fish die off, and fish and crab, and 
they wash up on the shore, and you can’t take two steps without seeing a new 
one. Those didn’t occur when I was younger, and I’m told that wasn’t a normal 
thing, and now it’s almost a yearly summer event.55

Matini Vailopa described how on Tuvalu, the second smallest atoll nation in 
the pacific, climate devastation has affected traditional culture and the way of liv-
ing. in some ways, the change in weather patterns has influenced people’s interest 
in sharing and caring for others. Although many people in Tuvalu still care about 
supporting island and national communities, it is now often considered wise to 
store fish in the refrigerator for bad weather conditions rather then sharing, be-
cause “people are now more concerned for their children’s future, their immediate 
family, and the loss of their land and resources.56 On Kiribati, people live close to 
each other, in sleeping structures with open sides and open doors, which is “more 
communal.”57 rine Ueara, of Kiribati, explained how difficult it is for i-Kiribati who 
migrate away from the island and have to live “alone, with shut doors.” 
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Many participants in the convening shared insights that First and Indig-
enous Peoples have learned by listening to their Elders and a sense that the 
current generations need to relearn the traditional ways of living that the Elders 
practiced and understood. 

matini vailopa, of tuvalu, explained that, “[elders] have traditional knowl-
edge for weather forecasting and strategies. for example, a breadfruit tree bar-
ing too many fruits indicates that cyclones are coming. But increasing weather 
irregularities may hamper traditional forecast and coping strategies.” Wayne An-
drew, of Palau, agreed: 

our elders knew a lot about how to live with the land and the ocean. But 
we didn’t pay attention. The young people didn’t pay attention to the 
knowledge. They took it for granted that now we are modern... our el-
ders are passing... and all of this knowledge is slowly getting away. And, 
really, this is the knowledge [that gives us] “true resilience” over long 
generations of people living with the ocean and the land. 

1932 2011

Above: erosion land loss in the pacific. Below: land loss in louisiana
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vailopa offered an example of a lost strategy that he has since learned from 
Elders: “They used to make canoe houses... easy to move and rebuild when big 
typhoons and storms come through. And you have to build [structures] behind 
the tallest tree. Now you put a lot of money into building these structures... You 
don’t think about the tallest tree.”58

victor tonuchuk, Jr., of Kotlik, reflected, “the stories my dad told me, they 
never really experienced flooding... only once in a great while. they were not 
always worried about floods.” moses pavilla, of Atmautluak, said, “When i was 
growing up, i used to hang around elders, and they used to talk about [how] 
Alaska is going to slowly get warmer and the lower 48 is going to get colder 
slowly.” darrel John, of Kwigillingok, shared that his elders used to say that one 
day Alaska would no longer have a cold weather climate and they would experi-
ence strange weather conditions.59

«I will go back with a full heart. It’s amazing to know what the whole world is 
going through. one of my elders talked about connection with the water.  If you 
feel alone, put your hand in the water and know that you’re connected with each 
other.» — First Peoples Convening Participant  
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FinDing SOlUtiOnS

Global Platforms on Climate-Forced Displacement
Climate-forced displacement is a growing area of concern for international gov-
erning bodies, but action at the international level falls far short of address-
ing the urgent needs of communities like those who met at the First Peoples’  
Convening. 

As their accounts illustrated, communities and indi-
viduals at risk of climate-forced displacement face 
threats to a wide range of rights, from their right to 

health, water, and housing to their rights to move freely 
and maintain and practice one’s culture. States have a responsi-

bility to uphold the rights of displaced people. A variety of international 
treaties and principles offer guidance on these issues. 

it is estimated that the vast majority of those who face climate displace-
ment will remain within the borders of their own country. The UN Guiding Princi-
ples on Internal Displacement were created in the 1990s in response to a growing 
displacement crisis.60 But they do not specifically refer to or include climate-
forced displacement. 

The Nansen Initiative grew out of the adoption of the Cancun Agreements 
in 2010,61 recognizing the severity of climate-induced migration and displace-
ment as challenges related to climate-change adaptation. Between 2011 and 
2015, a multi-stakeholder process developed the Nansen Initiative Protection 
Agenda for those displaced by disasters. The Nansen Initiative noted that the 
vast majority of states lack any sort of legal framework for providing humani-
tarian protection to displaced people and offered recommendations. After its 
endorsement in 2015, the work was then carried forward by the Platform on 
disaster displacement.

the global Compact for migration (gCm), adopted in december 2018, pro-
vides further guidance to states on how to strengthen their commitments to 
facilitate safe, orderly, and regular migration across borders and acknowledges 
climate change as a driver of migration. While nonbinding, the GCM is a positive 
step toward actively engaging civil society and community organizations from 
across the globe and very intentionally centers on human rights. it is the first 
global policy to address a number of root causes of migration, including eco-
nomic disaster, violence, and climate change. 
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At the 24th Conference of parties (COp 24) to the UnfCCC in december 
2018, the task force on displacement under the executive Committee of the 
Warsaw international mechanism on loss and damage presented a set of rec-
ommendations. Unfortunately, the executive Committee removed any reference 
to financing to address the “loss and damage” experienced by communities as 
a result of climate change, especially displacement. this is a prime example of 
the ways in which international climate negotiations are not grappling with the 
full extent of climate change impacts—including the very real losses and dam-
age to property, livelihoods, and culture that First and Indigenous Peoples are 
experiencing now. 

Local Communities and Indigenous Peoples Platform
One positive step in the last year is the development of the Local Communities 
and indigenous peoples platform within the UnfCCC.62 This platform should of-
fer Indigenous Peoples a space to share adaptation and mitigation strategies and 
provide a new, direct line of communication between Indigenous Peoples’ repre-
sentatives and the UnfCCC president. But as michael Charles noted in his clos-
ing remarks at the International Indigenous Peoples’ Forum on Climate Change 
at COp 24 in poland, “Our indigenous way of knowing, rooted in the experience 
of our ancestors, is the medicine this sick world needs right now... However, our 
millennia of experience in ecological guardianship should not be restricted to 
one Platform.” He echoed the call at the First Peoples’ Convening for leadership 
from Indigenous Peoples to embrace Indigenous knowledge “across all streams 
of climate action.”63
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First and Indigenous Peoples Call for a Paradigm Shift
Few representatives of Indigenous Peoples participated in the development of 
the international principles and guidelines outlined above, and the pace of 
government action on climate change is far too slow to mitigate the threats of 

displacement for communities. The First Peoples’ Convening demanded a para-
digm shift in the current state-down climate frameworks toward one founded on 
the acknowledgment of Indigenous Peoples as stewards of the land and holders of 
the solutions to today’s climate crisis.

Human Rights and Climate Displacement
There is currently no comprehensive legal framework—at the international, re-
gional, or state level—for protecting the rights and facilitating the movement of 
climate-displaced individuals or people.64 Individuals and communities who are 
acutely impacted by climate impacts face a myriad of threats to their human rights; 
yet, the international community does not currently recognize how the specific 
rights of people who are or may be displaced by climate change will be impacted.65

Because there is no durable legal framework protecting the rights of those 
displaced by climate change, there are glaring gaps in rights protections for dis-
placed people, especially for the right to life, self-determination, access to food, 
housing, and standard of living, right to work, and cultural and physical heritage. 
Communities that remain in place and attempt to adapt to slow-onset climate 
events also face myriad threats to their human rights, especially rights to food, 
water, sanitation, work, standard of living, property, education, sustainable devel-
opment, free prior informed consent, self-determination, health, housing, culture/
heritage, collective rights, sovereignty, and even life.

«When you are 
not able to access 
your right to home, 
livelihood, etc. 
—your 
constitutional 
rights—your 
government is 
responsible for 
making sure you 
can access these 
things. We didn’t 
just dream these 
rights up. These are 
our rights, under 
our constitutions.» 
—Makereta 
Waqavonovono,  
of Fiji

SPoTLIGhT: RIGhTS oF PeRSoNS LIvING WITh DISAbILITIeS
“Persons with disabilities are more vulnerable. Persons without disabilities can run, but what 
about persons who can’t walk? We need a plan for saving lives,” explained teka tuune. “per-
sons with disabilities have been moved from their place because of the high tides... the island 
is being heated by climate change, by the sea. So they move to the middle land, and they 
stayed with their families or religious groups. But there’s no existing plans at this time for 
persons with disabilities.”66

People in Kiribati living with disabilities face continued challenges because their needs 
have not been incorporated into the state’s climate change and disaster risk policies. There is 
no sign-language interpretation for warning signs or information for deaf people, for instance. 
Assistive devices are unaffordable. in order to develop adequate policies and procedures, 
representatives from disabled people’s organizations must be at decision-making and plan-
ning meetings for responding to climate change. 
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The Rights of Indigenous Peoples
Indigenous Peoples possess distinct collective rights under international law and 
many domestic legal frameworks. Central treaties upholding these rights include 
the indigenous and tribal peoples Convention (international labor Organization 
Convention 169, ilO 169) and the United nations declaration on the rights of 
indigenous peoples (Undrip). many states also recognize the sovereign rights 
of indigenous peoples. in the United States, federally recognized tribes often 
hold sovereignty over land, and their right to self-determination means that the 
federal government must consult directly with tribal governments before tak-
ing actions that might impact them.67 Under international law, other indigenous 
peoples, including unrecognized tribes, also maintain the right to self-determi-
nation, which scholars note is tied to “internal, cultural, and community-based” 
sovereignty that is a part of Indigenous Peoples’ identity.68 

Climate-forced displacement directly threatens some of the key rights 
recognized by ilO 169 and Undrip.  it challenges indigenous communities’ 
very right to self-determination (“the freely expressed will of peoples”) be-
cause climate change threatens to force people from their homelands—which 
are connected to their traditional, cultural, and livelihood practices. Indigenous 
communities’ collective rights must be acknowledged and protected in the face 
of climate change. This means that climate relocation or migration planning 
that is predicated on individual or family-level concepts of land ownership may 
not suit the needs of Indigenous communities or regions where land is held 
in common. further, Undrip recognizes that the right to maintain indigenous 
culture is linked to the rights to land and resources. When people are forced 
from their lands (or seas), they risk losing traditional cultural practices along 
with their heritage sites.69

In order to fully protect the right to self-determination, states must cre-
ate legal frameworks and policies that place communities, and First and Indige-
nous Peoples in particular, at the center of climate-change planning. Indigenous 
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Peoples should be engaged, consulted, and provided with opportunities for free, 
prior, and informed consent. But beyond that, community members should be 
actively engaged and supported to monitor climate-change impacts, such as 
sea-level rise and erosion that impact them, and they should be empowered to 
lead planning efforts. Above all, the right to self-determination demands that 
states must allow Indigenous communities to decide for themselves whether 
and when they relocate. Most of the communities at the First Peoples’ Convening 
intend to remain in their traditional lands, and states must support their right to 
remain and build protections for their homes, infrastructure, subsistence lands 
and waters, and cultural heritage sites.

ten years after the adoption of Undrip, the report of the expert mecha-
nism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples noted with alarm the persistent failure 
of states and development agencies to recognize these rights, seek informed 
consent, or protect the rights of Indigenous Peoples to their lands, resources, 
and cultural practices.70 Indeed, the report noted that Indigenous Peoples are 
routinely killed for trying to protect their lands and rights from exploitation. the 
failure to consult and include Indigenous Peoples in planning related to their 
own communities is replicated in state-down approaches to climate adaptation 
and planning for potential climate displacement. 

Communities Need Funding
In order to ensure their right to self-determination, Indigenous communities 
need access to funding and other resources to continue to face and plan for 
climate-change impacts. yet, international financing for climate adaptation and 
mitigation is largely inaccessible to them. the global climate financing archi-
tecture—including the Green Climate Fund, Adaptation Fund, Global Environ-
mental Facility, and bilateral and multilateral funding agreements—is designed 
by states for states, to help developing countries adapt to climate change and 
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. These funds are not designed to be ac-
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«We have values 
and traditional 
knowledge that can 
be used as a way 
to navigate climate 
change as a resilient 

people.»  
— David Boseto, 
Solomon Islands

cessed directly by communities or sovereign Peoples within a state, and many 
states do not engage communities adequately, especially first and indigenous 
Peoples, to address their needs. 

There are currently no international funds dedicated to climate-induced re-
location or migration. Indeed, most individuals and families who are displaced 
now bear the costs of relocation themselves. Neither are there funds dedicated 
to compensate for the loss and damage that communities incur as a result of 
climate change, including cultural loss, such as the loss of artifacts, burial sites, 
cultural lands, traditional practices, and values. To date, funds allocated to help 
Indigenous communities relocate have come from a combination of government 
programs, private funds, institutions, and bilateral funds. 

Communities facing climate-displacement struggle to access the funds 
they need to adapt and plan. Convening participants noted that funding require-
ments are overly technical, time consuming, and sparse. There is no clear legal 
framework or system in place to coordinate and support the needs of these com-
munities. Participants reported that they often have to hire a grant writer to ap-
ply for funds and struggle to identify appropriate or available funders. Many feel 
that they spend so much time applying for funding that it takes time away from 
their critical work. As Wayne Andrew reflected: 

I have realized that we have worked so hard to find money to solve our 
problems, but a lot of the solutions are with us, but we have been look-
ing outside... We do need the money, but we are spending money and 
time to get grants, but not actually solving the problem... The problem 
is still there... We need to find ways to get money to the communities.

participants shared examples of the ways in which they have garnered 
funding for adaptation and mitigation from a patchwork of sources, including: 
the denali Commission, the environmental protection Agency’s indian environ-
mental general Assistance program, the US Army Corps of engineers, the US de-
partment of Health and Human Services Administration for Native Americans 
environmental regulatory enhancement, Social and economic development 
Strategies, US department of housing and Urban development, US department 
of treasury; other state and national government agencies; the private sector; 
and large and small international nongovernmental organizations. participants 
noted that grant writing becomes—quite literally—a full-time job, yet there are 
not nearly enough available funds or technical resources. 

Collective Resilience
As noted earlier, traditional knowledge is crucial to finding durable solutions 
to climate change. robin Bronen, of the Alaska institute for Justice, recalled how 
during the Newtok community’s relocation planning and discussions about the 
risk of permafrost thaw at the proposed relocation site, it was important to docu-
ment traditional knowledge to inform the US Army Corps of engineers, denali 
Commission, and other actors. In Kivalina, she noted, the Army Corps did not 
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trust the Tribe’s traditional knowledge.71 Participants from the Marshall Islands, 
isle de Jean Charles, louisiana, and elsewhere had similar experiences of gov-
ernment officials and researchers discounting or ignoring traditional knowledge. 

Climate change research and monitoring are areas where Indigenous Peo-
ples participation, let alone expertise and knowledge, is sorely needed, yet rou-
tinely devalued. Studies show that the IPCC—the leading international forum for 
assessing climate change—has historically devalued and excluded indigenous 
Peoples’ perspectives and knowledge.72 As Cochran et al. argue, “Indigenous 
Alaskans have lived off the land and sea for thousands of years with minimal 
connection to the global economy” and have developed traditional knowledge 
that has allowed them to survive and sometimes thrive in the north, while de-
veloping skills for dealing with variability in the environment that could offer 
strategies for responding to climate change.73 Nevertheless, Indigenous Peoples 
have more often been the subject of studies rather than the authors of this work. 
mark Stege, of the marshall islands, explained: 

I think there’s more work that needs to be done to quantify the climate 
changes at the local levels. And to do that—to mobilize and be able to 
do so much research—I think the local communities who live in situ are 
the most well positioned. one of the challenges that I’m seeing is a lack 
of recognition of the local logistical benefits that engaging with the lo-
cal partners can provide.74 

Stege is engaged in efforts to develop a participatory process for creation 
and use of local climate driver data by conducting community consultation ses-
sions with Elders and historical knowledge holders in Maloelap Atoll. The process 
incorporates the community’s prior knowledge of flood risk with a high-resolu-
tion topographic elevation survey to develop future flood projections.

Patricia Cochran, during her plenary remarks at the First Peoples Convening, 
argued that, “The only solutions that really and truly work are the ones that come 
from communities.”75

Participants at the First Peoples’ Convening discussed the need to docu-
ment and share traditional knowledge. in fact, the pacific working group iden-
tified documentation of and training on traditional knowledge to strengthen 
resilience as a key regional goal for the near future. 

At the same time, participants from the United States and the pacific grap-
pled with the difficulties of documenting traditional knowledge and how they 
should and should not be used. Participants from Kiribati noted that traditional 
knowledge, like traditional navigation, is held by families and that it would be 
inappropriate to share it with the broader community. A working group on tra-
ditional knowledge discussed a distinction between “insider knowledge” and 
“outsider knowledge” in relation to which types of traditional knowledge would 
be most appropriate to try to document or share. The group discussed possible 
means of securing or copyrighting documented traditional knowledge, but some 
participants noted that existing laws do not fully protect indigenous peoples’ 
rights to this knowledge and that mechanisms such as copyright and intellectual 
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property law, for instance, are insufficient for this purpose.76 Jacinta helin, of the 
Carteret islands, highlighted the first step, ensuring that traditional knowledge 
are shared within communities, from Elders to youth: “Make sure someone in the 
community has the traditional knowledge. All the knowledge doesn’t need to be 
documented. It’s our duty to encourage Elders to share this knowledge with their 
own family and community.”77

Traditional knowledge is a critical component of addressing climate change 
and shifting away from the paradigm of exploiting people, land, and resources 
for profit that has led to the climate crisis we now face. But we must also stress 
that Indigenous Peoples should never feel compelled to share their traditional 
knowledge and maintain the right not to participate in research and government 
initiatives around traditional knowledge.78

Communities Shared Solutions
In spite of the glaring lack of rights protections and programs to support the 
climate mitigation, adaptation, and relocation needs of First and Indigenous Peo-
ples, participants at the First Peoples’ Convening shared the impressive range 
of work they are currently doing to protect their communities. Many communi-
ties are developing monitoring strategies to collect data on the impacts of sea-
level rise, flooding, erosion, drought, and permafrost thaw. fifteen Alaska native 
communities have joined together with the Alaska institute for Justice to share 
knowledge and insights and develop relationships with state and federal agen-
cies, like the National Weather Service, to help with disaster risk reduction and 
adaptation. the marshall islands Conservation Society is doing flood mapping 
and engaging communities in atoll habitability threshold research. Communi-
ties hope to put newly amassed data to use, as in Chevak, where erosion and 
permafrost monitoring data can inform a new hazard mitigation plan that they 
hope to use to seek new funding from the US federal emergency management 
Agency (femA). 

«When I was a kid, we learned the forgiveness racket. We would keep on 
breaking stuff. got a little older, and our parents would insist we fix it or 
pay for it. So we learned to fix it. this is western science, about fixing things 
that are broken. But we keep on breaking them. eventually, I learned to use 
things properly and with respect. We have an ancestry of thousands of years 
of knowing how to use things properly and with respect.»  
— Richard Krajeski, Louisiana  
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Spotlight: YPSA
in Bangladesh, young power in Social Action (ypSA), in partnership with the ngO 
displacement Solutions, has been working with displaced communities and 
other relevant stakeholders to enumerate and push for new norms and guide-
lines for government protection of climate-displaced peoples’ rights. They have 
developed reports that outline the key opportunities and needs related to pro-
tecting the rights of displaced peoples. In 2015, they produced a Quick Guide on 
the Rights of Climate-Displaced Persons. this guide briefly lists the human rights 
that climate-displaced people maintain, including the right to humanitarian as-
sistance; the right to shelter and land; the right to food, water and sanitation; the 
right to freedom of movement; and the right to choose one’s own residence. it 
also provides recommendations and examples of how to organize and advocate 
for rights protections, including community organizing, seeking help from an 
NGO or a government agency, and seeking legal assistance.79

now, ypSA is implementing a “One house, One family at a time” project 
to resettle people displaced by climate change. In 2016 they built four houses 
for four island families who faced dire risks, relocating them to mainland Ban-
gladesh, not too far from their native island. YPSA also lobbies the government 
on behalf of climate-displaced persons to establish rights protections and poli-
cies. they have shared their work with the chief climate officer in Bangladesh. 
they are also working with the Climate Justice resilience fund on a large-scale 
relocation of climate displaced people to establish a model for the government 
and international organizations to follow. ypSA is developing strategies for how 
communities will engage in the relocation process, developing a community ad-
vocacy plan and an implementation plan for relocation. It is a leading advocate 
for “New Land for Lost Land, New Homes for Lost Homes” as the basis for the 
rights of climate-displaced peoples.80

Other communities, like the Quinault Indian Nation on the Olympic Penin-
sula, Carteret islanders of tulele peisa, and isle de Jean Charles of louisiana are 
planning and implementing relocations to higher or safer ground. Participants 
stressed the importance of self-determination and community leadership in 
such relocation efforts. reflecting on newtok’s decades of work to implement a 
community relocation plan, Stanley tom explained the importance of self-deter-
mination, recommending that Tribal governance entities work together to secure 
title to their lands before working with the local or federal government, and the 
importance of engaging Tribal members, not outsiders, in the relocation process. 
“We need to train our own Tribal people to move ourselves, so we retain control 
over our own community,” he said.
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Participants voiced their hopes for future work: building unity and com-
munity, developing more youth leadership, building up emergency preparations, 
erosion controls, and early-warning systems, pursuing litigation and legislative 
and policy advocacy, and cultivating spaces in which Elders can share traditional 
knowledge with youth in order to build communities’ resilience in the face of 
climate change. 

«the Pacific Climate Warriors work with 15 different islands and the Pacific 
Island diaspora to draw attention to the causes of climate impacts —telling 
the stories of climate impacts, but being very clear that while these climate 
impacts are real, they are not the only stories. We try to tell stories about 
the resilience of our people in the face of this climate crisis... There is a 
group of young people that are spreading hope around the world about how 
communities are actually thriving in the face of all this climate injustice.»  
— Fenton Lutunatabua, of Fiji81 
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COnClUSiOn

The participants who came together for the First Peoples’ Convening on 
Climate-forced displacement represent some of the peoples most impacted by 
the climate crisis and are working to build solutions with woefully insufficient 
legal and funding frameworks. The convening was a space where the devastat-
ing impacts of today’s climate crisis could be shared. At the same time, the hope, 
power, and resilience of First and Indigenous Peoples shone a light out of the 
darkness toward a future in which Indigenous communities, and all communities, 
can thrive, where we can celebrate and affirm multiple ways of knowing, where 
states protect Indigenous Peoples’ right to self-determination, and where First 
and Indigenous Peoples lead the way toward an alternative, more sacred, and 
less exploitive connection to the earth.

«Here we hope that 
by listening to all of 
you we can renew 
our commitment to 
our communities that 
there is true hope in 
gatherings like this.»  
— Fenton 
Lutunatabua, of Fiji82

«There’s a bright future, there’s hope. our ancestors went through a lot of 
trying times, some worse than what we’ve seen. They made it. We are here 
and strong and united.  We are the ones who are going to help the rest of the 
world survive. We are here to be stewards of the land. It’s a pretty heavy thing 
to place on everyone’s shoulders, but we need to share it with the rest of the 
world. You’re my power and you’re my family.» — Patricia Cochran 
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DeClARAtiOn

FIRST PeoPLeS AND INDIGeNoUS PeoPLeS  
WoRKING DeCLARATIoN

oCToBeR 2018

intRODUCtiOn:
To God our creator and our Ancestral Spirits we give thanks and praise for the many 
gifts and blessings of nature and wisdom to all humankind.

1.1  We, the First Peoples and Indigenous Peoples representatives from Alaska 
(Atmautluak, Bill moore’s Slough, Chevak, elim, eyak, golovin, hamilton, Kot-
lik, Kwigillingok, Kivalina, Mary’s Igloo, Nelson Lagoon, Newtok, Nunapitchuk, 
port heiden, Shishmaref, teller, Unalakleet), louisiana (Atakapa-ishak, isle de 
Jean, pointe-Au-Chien), Washington (Quinault indian nation), Bangladesh, and 
the pacific (fiji, Kiribati, palau, papua new guinea, republic of the marshall is-
lands, Samoa, Solomon islands, tuvalu), hereby referred to as “participants of 
the first peoples’ Convening on Climate-forced displacement,” gathered here 
in girdwood, Alaska, from October 1-4, 2018, to express our deep respect and 
appreciation to the People in whose lands we gathered.

1.2   We express our solidarity and the truth we are confronting as first peoples and 
Indigenous Peoples living in the areas most vulnerable to the impacts of the 
climate crisis, including being forcefully displaced from our Land. We maintain 
the unbreakable human and sacred spiritual connection with our land, air, wa-
ter, forests, sea ice, plants, animals, and our communities handed down to us 
from our ancestors.

1.3 We are deeply alarmed by the accelerating climatic devastation brought about 
by unsustainable development and natural events. We are experiencing pro-
found and disproportionate adverse impacts on our cultures, lands, human and 
environmental health, human rights, spirituality, well-being, traditional systems 
and livelihoods, food systems and food security, local infrastructure, economic 
viability, and our very survival as First Peoples and Indigenous Peoples of the 
world.

1.4 We are communities accountable to one another and future generations to up-
hold and maintain our sovereign and inherent rights as Indigenous peoples 
of the world and to carry out our responsibility as stewards of this ancestral 
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knowledge that has allowed us to survive in harmony with Mother Earth from 
time immemorial.

1.5  We are a spiritual people empowered by values and beliefs that are urgently 
needed today to elevate humanity to an inclusive and peaceful truth that is 
based on an Indigenous knowledge system of the land, sea, and sky and on 
observations gained from the Western knowledge system.

we AFFiRm:
2.1 Our islands, delta, and arctic ecosystems are suffering the most extreme im-

pacts of the climate crisis. Our homelands, cultures, and spiritual and tradition-
al livelihoods are threatened by rising temperatures, permafrost loss, sea-level 
rise, flooding, erosion, landslides, ocean acidification, storms, and other disasters.

2.2 We express the trUth that mother earth is no longer in a period of climate 
change, but climate crisis. We, therefore, insist on an immediate end to the de-
struction and desecration of the elements of life.

2.3 Our issues and concerns are similar, and there is added value in our 
collectiveness. 

2.4 We condemn the role of the fossil fuel industry in causing the climate crisis 
and call for the phase out of fossil fuel use, without infringing on the right to 
development of Indigenous nations.

2.5 We reaffirm the commitment to progress the implementation of the intent of 
the Paris Agreement and other UN and global treaties. 

CAll tO ACtiOn:
3.1  We call upon our global leaders, especially the Conference of the parties (COp) 

to the United nations framework Convention on Climate Change (UnfCCC) and 
its decision-making bodies to:

a. recognize climate-displaced peoples and their rights and needs as a matter 
of urgent concern and to take proactive measures to ensure that adequate 
technical and financial support is afforded to them.

b. Appoint First Peoples and Indigenous Peoples representatives and focal 
points in the UnfCCC.

c. Take the necessary measures to ensure our full participation as First Peoples 
and Indigenous Peoples in formulating, implementing, and monitoring miti-
gation and adaptation activities relating to the impacts of the climate crisis.

d. Streamline and improve the often long and burdensome process of access-
ing the technical and financial resources urgently needed by communities 
of First Peoples and Indigenous Peoples in adapting to the impacts of the 
climate crisis.
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3.2 We call upon State Governments to:

a. Respect, uphold, and protect our rights as Indigneous Peoples as well as the 
rights we hold as individual members of society, including, but not limited 
to, the rights of women; rights of the child; rights of persons living with dis-
abilities; economic, social and cultural rights; and civil and political rights.

b. Uphold their responsibility to protect the rights of climate-displaced peo-
ples within their jurisdictions.

c. develop and formulate rights-centered laws, policies, and strategies that ad-
dress the spectrum of risks associated with climate displacement, including 
our right to remain and build protections in place.

d. Actively engage our communities in decision-making processes, particularly 
as they relate to adaptation and relocation.

3.3 We call upon our friends, supporters, and partners in our states, regions, and 
around the world to:

a. Continue supporting our efforts to advocate for our rights as first peoples 
and indigenous peoples who are the first and most severely affected by the 
impacts of the climate crisis.

b. Support our goal of empowering our communities, especially our youth, in 
understanding their rights and the impacts of the climate crisis.

c. Support our community leaders to create spaces and innovative ways that 
allow for the transfer of knowledge, both traditional and modern, to our 
children.

d. Support our desire to establish a network among our communities of First 
peoples and indigenous peoples affected by the climate crisis to share, learn, 
and help one another to increase our chances of successful implementation 
of adaptation strategies that are based on proven shared lessons.

3.4 We call upon our leaders to:

a. Support initiatives to enhance the knowledge and understanding of the com-
munities of their human rights, the climate crisis, and strategies to adapt to 
these impacts.

b. Commit to supporting the creation of spaces and the implementation of 
initiatives that protect, revive, and transfer the rapidly eroding traditional 
knowledge and ways of life of First Peoples and Indigenous Peoples to 
younger generations, which is imperative for building community resilience 
to the impacts of the climate crisis.

c. Commit to further building the resilience of our frontline communities who 
are at risk from climate-forced displacement.
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d. Commit to improving communications among all rights holders and support-
ing a community participatory process that increases community awareness 
and input on adaptation strategies.

3.5 We invite our youth to:

a. Continue to be proactively engaged in adaptation strategies, planning, and 
implementation.

b. Work closely with their Elders to learn and practice their traditional ways of 
living that are important for their identity as First Peoples and Indigenous 
Peoples.

3.6 We, the Participants of the First Peoples’ Convening on Climate Forced 
displacement:

a. Commit to remain connected as First Peoples and Indigenous Peoples that 
are affected by the climate crisis with the goal of accelerating our progress 
toward realizing our adaptation strategies.

b. Agree to form the necessary working groups that will help to connect our 
communities through information sharing, learning exchanges, and uniting 
voices.

c. express sincere appreciation to our friends and supporters for their commit-
ment, vision, and support in making this convening a reality.

Agreed by First Peoples and Indigenous Peoples of  
the First Peoples’ Convening on Climate-Forced Displacement,  

october 1-4, 2018, Girdwood, Alaska.
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